RELIABLE COMMUNICATION SAVES LIVES
COMM Series Mirrors for silent visible communications. Don’t go on a mission without them!
COMM Series Mirrors use the latest technology and materials to provide reliable and long distance
communications. Users can silently communicate when cell phones or radio communications are impractical.
Mirrors are useful for signaling aircraft, search and rescue missions, survivalists, hunters, combat operations,
wilderness ventures, law enforcement and maritime activities. Special Operations combat veterans have carefully
designed and tested the mirrors to meet the rigors of war. All COMM Series Mirrors come with a ball chain
lanyard and Tyvek non-tear cases.
Silver mirrors have been used extensively since World War II and have proven to be a valuable and necessary tool
for improving rescue potential. They are a basic and standard component of survival equipment. Mirrors have
proven their reliability and value during rescue operations. Persons lost and needing rescue can signal aircraft and
those searching by ground. Until now, mirrors have been made of glass which limits durability, are bulky, and add
to the weight of necessary survival equipment.
The silverCOMM Signal Shatterproof Mirror, provides long distance, silent and effective communications.
The credit card size mirrors bridge the gap between radio transmissions and hand and arm signals. Flashes that are
visible for miles and are useful for ground-to-ground and ground-to-air signaling. The silverCOMM Signal
Shatterproof Mirror was carried by an expedition who recently ascended Mount Aconcagua in Argentina.
The silverCOMM Shatterproof Signal Mirror is thin at 1.14 mm/.05 inch, flexible and meets the rigors of
weather, combat and temperature. It is the lightest survival mirror on the market at .02 ounce. This mirror has been
designed to eliminate injury due to shattering, engineered to be lightweight and created to provide a maximum flash.
This silver mirror resembles a standard wallet size credit card and has a range of several miles.
A companion set of colored mirrors - COMMout Signal Mirror Suite - augments the silverCOMM
Shatterproof Mirror. Both types of mirrors are available through Justice Systems Press.
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Silver flash
Flexible
Shatterproof
Credit card size, 3 3/8" x 2 1/8"
Aiming port and ball chain
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Ultra clear, highly durable
thermoplastic material
Ultra thin, 1.14 mm
Used by US Military
Light weight mirror, .2 ounce

Developed for the US Army, Air Force, Marines, US Coast Guard and Navy
Put safety on your side and increase rescue potential

